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16 Zone Hardwire Expander

Omni Wired Accessories allow the Omni security & automation system to expand beyond just a security system. Add hard-wired controls for control of temperatures, lighting, and more. Even give your home a "voice" with the two-way voice module. Receive auditory confirmation when a door has opened or a reminder that it’s trash night.

Features and Benefits

- This module adds 16 fully configurable input zones to a Lumina, Lumina Pro, Omni Ile, or OmniPro II home control system system
- Terminals are provided for 16 additional zones that can be programmed for burglary, fire, temperature or auxiliary inputs
- The module comes with mounting hardware and cable to attach to the controller
- Up to 2 modules can be installed on applicable automation systems for an additional 32 zone inputs
- Leviton Part Number: OA101
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